As Cloud platforms gain increasing traction among scientific and business communities for outsourcing storage, computing and content delivery, there is also growing concern about the associated loss of control over private data hosted in the Cloud. In this paper, we present an architecture for a secure data repository service designed on top of a public Cloud infrastructure to support multi-disciplinary scientific communities dealing with personal and human subject data, motivated by the smart power grid domain. Our repository model allows users to securely store and share their data in the Cloud without revealing the plain text to unauthorized users, the Cloud storage provider or the repository itself. The system masks file names, user permissions and access patterns while providing auditing capabilities with provable data updates.
INTRODUCTION
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provide the benefit of on-demand storage collocated with the computational resources required to process and analyze data are attractive to host scientific repositories. However, there are several existing and evolving issues that make this choice of hosting scientific data in Public Clouds difficult.
While many scientific and engineering disciplines are open to widely sharing data, there are others who are restricted in the data they can share and whom they can share it with. The latter occurs particularly when human subject data is concerned and regulatory requirements are put in place by Institutional Review Boards (IRB). This is not just limited to life sciences and healthcare, where HIPAA regulations are codified, but also to behavioral sciences and sociology. The data collected from crowd sourced human sensors is growing rapidly. People are willing to share their activity data as part of a social network or automatically report information using sensors they carry [21] . Human subject data is starting to be used in everything from traffic management to electricity demand prediction. The aggregation and sharing of this data for scientific and operational use needs careful consideration and enforcement since even deidentified data can be cross-referenced and correlated with external information to reveal private information.
The growth of pervasive (human or electronic) sensors combined with the multi-disciplinary direction in which various sciences are headed also means that the number of data producers, owners and consumers are increasing. The data owner, say a subject in a life sciences study, may not want to just hand over control of their data to the institution but restrict access to a specific research team with the option of expanding this permission to other researchers or even a commercial entity later, or revoking this permission altogether. Similarly, in the context of the smart power grids, an electricity consumer may wish to impose access control over fine grained power usage data collected from their smart appliances by the utility, which may use this data for demand forecasting. Being able to provide data owners verifiable control over their data while at the same time having the ability to host, manage and share a single data repository for data consumers from multiple disciplines and groups is important.
Lastly, as repositories are hosted on Cloud data centers external to a research group or institution, it expands the potential for data leakage [28] . Storing plain text data in the Cloud makes it available to the Cloud service provider or rogue employees. Currently, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) from major Cloud providers have limited liability provisions for loss of security and privacy and is often a best effort. In fact, the Cloud Security Alliance's 2010 guidance recognizes "Malicious Insiders" and "Data Loss or Leakage" as the third and fifth top security threats to Clouds [8] . The multi-tenancy inherent to Clouds also widens the attack surface through shared storage, network and VMs.
There are several dimensions to solving this problem and recent research into Cloud security has addressed individual aspects. Simple approaches like encrypting data that resides in the Cloud may work when the data is owned by a single institution and accessed by a small set of users with decryption keys, but some of these techniques [18, 17] require out of band communication. CloudProof [24] provides mechanisms for key sharing and data integrity but does not address issues of file management required in a practical repository design. Cloud data sharing services like DropBox while providing an intuitive client interface expect centralized trust in them. Several Cloud providers host scientific data on their platforms to attract researchers, but these are open, unsecured data 1 . Numerous communities and federal scientific repositories provide open or coarse grained security access for their members 2 . However, a more elaborate design is necessary to support a shared, secure Cloud data repository supporting multiple data owners and consumers, hosted on an untrusted Cloud storage provider, and with no central authority privy to plain text data.
The contribution or our paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We characterize specific security and privacy requirements for eScience and eEngineering data storage and sharing, and motivate it using the smart power grid domain.
2. We present an integrated design for a shared, secure Cloud data repository, Cryptonite, that incorporates contemporary encryption techniques to address these issues.
3. We analyze the security offered by our design and its potential short-comings, including future work to address them.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we characterize this problem further using the smart power grid domain that we are engaged in. In Section 3, we review existing security techniques and repositories that have influenced our design. In Section 4, we describe the various entities that participate in sharing and controlling the data, and in Section 5 we describe the operations that need to be supported by our design. Section 6 describes the Cryptonite architecture, the security techniques leveraged and a walk-through of certain operations. We discuss the security issues addressed by our design in Section 7, and present our conclusions in Section 8.
MOTIVATING APPLICATION
Energy sustainability and security is taking center-stage globally and transforming the way energy is produced and used. Smart Power Grids are beginning to collect and analyze realtime power usage information from consumers through smart meters and appliances to better manage electricity. Technologies like electric vehicles, intermittent renewables like wind and solar power, and smart home appliances are causing demand and supply to become more dynamic. Power systems researchers and utilities are mining consumer data, including power usage patterns, location sensors, schedules, and demographics, to build demand forecasting models, to influence electricity consumption, and to plan purchase from the energy marketplace [27] . Third party service providers are using data analytics to assist both consumers and utilities: to schedule appliance duty cycles, provide load curtailment plans, and avoid blackouts and brownouts.
Smart grids are a prime example of eEngineering that is going the way of eScience in using massive amounts of data to understand and affect the behavior of cyber-physical systems. For example, the USC campus microgrid testbed mimics a power utility service area for the DOE-sponsored Los Angeles Smart Grid Project [29] . Researchers from social sciences, computer science and electrical engineering are collecting and studying realtime information from "power consumers" on campus facilities using building sensors, staff surveys, mobile applications, and weather services to build demand forecasting and load curtailment models [2] . A data repository that runs off a public Cloud will host the various sources of information for the project. Data intensive analytics algorithms collocated in the Cloud will analyze and mine them to build aggregate power demand models. Figure 1 describes the different types of data in the campus microgrid, their producers and consumers, and their sharing and privacy requirements off the repository. The campus Facility Management is responsible for managing power distribution to buildings within the campus, and use smart meters and building sensors to measure power consumption in realtime and report it every few minutes. A single file of time series consumption data is maintained and updated for each of the 170 campus building within the data repository. Social scientists, who are modeling the behavior of consumers and their reaction to energy conservation programs, conduct on-campus surveys regulated by IRB. These survey responses from thousands of campus staff and students are hosted in the data repository. Power engineering researchers collect additional information from teaching staff on their class and office hour schedule to model future power demand in classrooms and office rooms. These schedule files are regularly updated by the staff's calender applications and maintained in the repository. These engineers also aggregate publicly available weather forecast information from NOAA into the repository, and train the demand prediction models for the campus using computeand data-intensive machine learning techniques [2] . Daily and 15-min interval demand forecast plots and time series files are generated continuously using these models by the facility management and hosted in the repository.
The table in Figure 1 lists the access restrictions that exist for each class of data for different users. The restrictions need to be enforced on individual users and data files, though we just show the class of users and files for brevity. Survey data is highly sensitive and only social scientists can own and manage them. Power engineers may read de-identified and masked versions of these files for their coarse grained models. Each teaching staff owns their classroom schedule information and provides masked read access to the social scientists and power engineers. Realtime building power consumption data from sensors is managed by facilities and they provide read access to these for experiments by the scientists and engineers, but not to others. Weather forecast information is maintained by the facilities and they allow external service providers to push data to them. This is readable by everyone. The predictions from the power forecast models are maintained by the facilities and shared with the university members, or their mobile applications, as part of the campus sustainability effort. The power engineers may update these predictions occasionally to fix outliers.
The following specific security and privacy requirements can be synthesized from this scenario for a shared repository:: <R1>: Data storage security: Data files stored in the repository should not be revealed in plain text to unauthorized users. These users include the Cloud provider, applications, and even the data repository provider.
<R2>: Metadata storage security: Metadata properties of the data files should not be revealed in plain text to unauthorized users. Even the name of the data file itself should not be revealed since file creators may unintentionally encode sensitive information in them.
<R3>: owner control of data sharing: The data owner should be able to specify access permissions to grant access to a subset of other users. These permissions should discriminate between access rights for read, write and delete. It should also be possible to revoke access at any time from specific users. These controls should not require out of bands communication between the users for key exchange, etc.
<R4>: Data integrity and Audit: The data owner should be able to verify the integrity of the the data stored in the repository. Any unauthorized changes to the file contents or its metadata should be provable to third parties or regulators.
<R5>: Masking access control list: The identities of the authorized readers and writers should not be revealed to any users, nor should the fact that several files have the same (opaque) access restrictions, to prevent unintended correlations to be drawn between the files. <R6>: Masking access patterns: The access pattern for a particular file (Which users are accessing the file? How many requests for a particular file are made? ) should be masked to avoid drawing attention to a given file.
<R7>: Assured file deletion: The user should be able to ensure that a file delete operation permanently deletes the file and its metadata [33] .
These issues of data sharing and privacy that we discuss at the campus microgrid level are more serious [25, 22] when scaled up to the operational scenario of a city power utility. A smart grid ecosystem may include millions of customers, the utility's IT infrastructure, Home Area Network applications controlling consumer smart appliances [34] , external vendors providing data aggregation 3 , analysis and advertising, electricity regulators 4 , and traders in the energy marketplace 5 who all have rights, interests or concerns in generating, sharing and consuming data.
RELATED WORK
There exist a number of Cloud services providing different levels of abstractions for data storage. For example, Amazon AWS and Microsft Azure Storage service can host binary files, tables or queue data stuctures. The SLAs for these systems guarantee availability, but exclude guarantees of data security. By default, these provide coarse gained authentication and access control to the entire storage account but some also allow fine-grained Access Control Lists (ACLs) and individual file policies. Despite physical security at data centers, it is possible for service providers or malevolent employees to access stored data. In addition, the access control is enforced by the Cloud service without any auditing capability, or ability to mask the users accessing data or the access patterns. Hosting an encrypted file system with ACLs in a Cloud VM, backed by the persistent Cloud storage, is also possible. However, such file systems are usually meant for protecting data from unauthorized users with physical access to the disk rather than as a means to enforce privacy across multiple users. The administrator of the OS still has access to the contents of the files.
Consumer oriented services like DropBox provide an intuitive interface but have had data breaches 6 . Systems such as Nasuni Cloud storage 7 provide a higher level of abstraction and better security guarantees through client side encryption and access control. However, they do not provide fine grained data sharing capabilities, and require key management to be handled by the client.
In the research community, NAS/DS and SNAD [11, 20] were among the first systems tackling issues of untrusted remote data storage and data sharing. They use end-to-end encryption to protect data from remote and local intruders. The storage server does not have enough information to generate the encryption key for any of the data owners -client-side en/decryption ensures this protection. They support data sharing, but use a set of permission bits to give/restrict access to each user, and trust the server to restrict access based on these bits. The SiRiUS [14] system separates file encryption and file signature keys, allowing read and write operations to be cryptographically distinguished even with an untrusted Cloud storage. It does not rely on the storage to ensure authentication. However, it has significant overhead for storage size and the number of required keys. PLUTUS [17] introduced the concept of lockboxes which is used to group files with similar access parameters and key rotation to efficiently manage data sharing and revocation. However, it requires out of band communication for key distribution. Stanton's survey [32] provides a comparative study of different approaches for secured data storage in traditional distributed systems using a set of evaluation criteria based on confidentiality, integrity, availability, and performance. While Cachin, et al. [7] discusses several concerns that can arise for data storage in Clouds and surveys cryptographic tools that can be employed to provide data integrity and consistency.
Cloud-Proof [24] and Cryptographic Cloud Storage (CCS) [18] are systems built specifically for Cloud environments. They leverage "lockboxes" similar to PLUTUS, and CloudProof further uses Broadcast Encryption [10] to encrypt the distribution of the lockbox keys which avoids the need for out of band communication. However, it has been designed at a lower system abstraction and do not address our requirements concerning file management such as ability to perform secure search over the stored data. CCS defines both consumer and enterprise data sharing scenarios, and proposes using an attribute based encryption technique for data encryption and key management. It uses searchable encryption technique to allow the end users to transparently search over the encrypted data. We leverage some of these security techniques but cover a broader set of requirements that we have motivated.
There are a number of scientific repositories that are both general purpose and bespoke for individual domains. The Globus Metadata Catalog Service (MCS) [30] is part of the popular Globus Grid computing stack, and used for discovery and access of computational and data resources. It uses the Grid Security Infrastructure to manage authentication and authorization. Catalogs such as MyLEAD [23] extend MCS for geo-spatial domains like meteorology and provide personalized catalogs. However, while such repositories often secure the network communications, securing the stored data is left to file system or database permissions. There has also been little attempt to mask data access patterns or access rights from the repository service provider. Such issues have gained recent importance with the rise in human subject data and public Cloud hosting capabilities. Our data repository design, while not full fledged in terms of client features or query capabilities, does cover a wide swathe of data privacy concerns and can serve as a replacement for the storage backend.
DATA ENTITIES AND ROLES
In this section, we characterize the scope of the design requirements in terms of the data entities that are supported and the different actors that will be participating in accessing and managing this data.
We model the contents of the data repository interface by keeping it similar to Cloud file storage services 89 . This approach is simple for users, while it also helps us cleanly map it to existing Cloud storage that will host the repository. The repository holds files, that are a sequence of bytes, along with metadata in the form of <name,value> pairs of strings. In this article, we do not consider hierarchical collections of files and all files reside in a single namespace. However, file names may encapsulate hierarchies that are interpreted by the users. E.g. a filename of usc-upc/eeb/kwh-2011-09-15.csv may be opaque to the repository but considered by the client to be the file kwh-2011-09-15.csv present within the eeb directory, and it within the usc-upc directory. File names are one of the metadata fields. Figure 2 illustrates the different data entities and user roles which are as follows:
• User: This refers to the end users within the community who require a secure storage repository to share data with each other. Users who create and populate data files are "owners" of that file. owners may provide access to other users to just read or both read and write to these file. The authorized users are "Readers" or "Writers" respectively. owners retain the exclusive right to delete the files. Users may be human beings, institutions, or their software agents. Users need to be uniquely and well identified. There may also be unauthorized users, who may be either benign or malicious, that attempt to access the data repository and files they do not have access to. Their restrictions must be enforced.
• Cloud Storage Service Provider is a passive entity which provides the required scalable and persistent storage space using file based semantics. These may be, for example, Azure Blob Storage or Amazon Simple Storage Service, that provide buckets or collections of binary files or blobs, and limited support for storing metadata properties along with the files. It provides limited access control mechanisms at the granularity of the entire storage account used to store all files by the repository and can be used to restrict access from users who have no access necessity.
We expect the Cloud provider to store and return byte content, and prevent users without an account from modifying the data. We also ensure that the end users can detect if it allows unauthorized updates. However, the extreme assumption is that the a malicious staff of the storage service provider or other Cloud users in the multi-tenant environ-ment may be able to gain access to the storage account, and hence cannot be trusted with plain text data.
• Secure Data Repository: This is the shared data repository that we design and provide, and henceforth refer to as Cryptonite. It uses the Cloud Storage Service as the backend store and manages user accounts and enforces access rights. The provider that runs Cryptonite itself may not be trusted with plain text data. The Cryptonite service itself is deployed in the Cloud and hence has limited trust like the Cloud provider. We trust Cryptonite service to impose appropriate restrictions by verifying the signature with each of the update requests. However, we use appropriate audit mechanisms, as described later, to detect unauthorized modifications. This enables the users to detect but not prevent the unauthorized modifications and may cause data loss.
SUPPORTED OPERATIONS
The data repository supports several operations that allow files to be created and accessed, as well as access permissions to be maintained. The repository is a web service that uses WebDAV-style operations. This provides intuitive semantics to the operations and maintains similarity with the REST service model used by existing Cloud service providers. In the proposed system design, we provide the following operations: PUT, GET, DELETE, GRANT, REVOKE, and SEARCH, that between them can be used to support the motivating example and help build higher level abstractions of data operations. Here, we describe each of these operations along with unique security and privacy requirements.
PUT: This operation is used to create a new file resource, or update the contents of an existing file. The user that creates the file initially is its owners and this operation creates a new file with "default" permissions. Authorized writers as well as the owner can update the contents of an existing file. Most of the motivating security requirements, R1-7 introduced in Section 2, are relevant to the PUT operation. Specifically, the need to mask the file name from the data repository means that we have to use an opaque file handle rather than the file name to refer to the file resource passed to the PUT operation. We use UUIDs as file handles.
GET: Given the file handle (UUID), this operation allows authorized readers to retrieve the metadata properties and the binary data for the file from the data repository. The owner and writers are implicitly readers too. The GET operation should not reveal the access patterns for a particular file, among other requirements listed earlier.
DELETE: This operation deletes the file contents, its associated metadata and the associated permissions for a given file handle from the data repository and the Cloud storage service. Only the owner of the file can delete the file.
GRANT: This operation grants specific access permissions to a set of users for a particular file handle, and adds to the existing access control list for the file. This can only be performed by the owner of the file. Among other requirements listed before, the identities of the authorized readers and writers should not be revealed to other users or the repository service.
REVOKE: This operation revokes specific access permissions from a particular set of users for the given file handle. The access control list for the file is updated with and this operation is only authorized for the owner of the file.
SEARCH: This operation is used to search the metadata associated with particular file handle (or the entire repository) by authorized readers of the files. This is commonly used to lookup the file handle for a given file name (or vice versa), or find the file handles matching a set of keywords.
The search results should contain only those files over which the requesting user has read access permission.
Other operations on collections of files and modifying metadata are relevant but outside the scope of this paper. There are also operations such as "copy" and "paste" that can be implemented on the client-side, using graphical interfaces, using these primitives.
CRYPTONITE ARCHITECTURE
The Cryptonite Architecture integrates client-side libraries with the secure data repository service and existing Cloud storage service to support the operations defined in section 5. Figure 3 shows the components of Cryptonite.
The Cryptonite Client Library (CCL) is responsible for local cryptographic operations such as encrypting and preprocessing the plain text files before uploading it to the Cryptonite repository service, and decrypting it upon receipt. It may also maintain a local cache of the encrypted files and cryptographic keys to reduce latency, wherever possible without increasing the security risk. The client library runs on the user's local machine, be it on a desktop or within a Cloud VM, and forms the edge of secure operations provided by Cryptonite.
The Cryptonite Data Repository Service runs within a Cloud VM and has three major sub-components: the File Manager (FM), the Secure Index Manager (SIM) and the Audit Manager (AM). The File Manager has exclusive responsibility to interact with the Cloud storage service to store and retrieve files requested by the user. It also restricts unauthorized updates to the stored data or access permissions by verifying the digital signature on the requested operation's message.
The Audit Manager maintains a secure audit log for each file access performed by the File Manager, including a signature of the requested operation's message. This can be used as a transactional or provenance log to prove to a third party regulator how the current state of the repository came to be.
The Secure Index Manager(SIM) keeps a secure index per user for all the files that are owned by that user. The index is stored in a separate Secure Index Storage (SIS) space. The Index Manager accepts and executes user's SEARCH queries over the index and returns matching results. The index stores a map from the file's metadata, including the set of keywords, the filename and the associated attributes for a file, to the file's UUID. The index entries are encrypted using the Searchable Encryption Scheme, described later, such that only the authorized users can search over the index based on any of those parameters.
The Cryptonite Secure Storage (CSS) is a storage account with the public Cloud data service used to store the files and metadata. The CSS uses standard authentication mechanisms provided by Cloud data services to access this space and use it to store a flat collection of binary files. The Secure Index Storage is collocated in the same public Cloud, but can use a Cloud Table service rather than the file service to efficiently store and query the file index. 
Cryptographic Techniques
Cryptonite uses several well known and emerging cryptographic and security techniques in its secure design. We introduce salient techniques here before discussing our security model.
Public Key Infrastructure(PKI) [19] provides each user with a User Identity and allows the user to associate the public/private key pair with that identity. We use PKI throughout the system to reliably associate the user's public key with his identity. For each user we denote an identity tuple <Ui, K
where Ui is the identity of the user i, K
is the public key of the user which can be retrieved from the trusted server in PKI, and K pri U i is the private key known only to the user Ui.
Digital Signatures [16] uses PKI for maintaining and verifying the integrity of data. The sender of a file generates its hash and signs it using their private key. The receiver who gets the file and the signed hash (i.e. signature) uses the sender's corresponding public key to decrypt the hash and verify it against the hash they generate for the received file. This also provides for non-repudiation since only the sender could have generated a valid signature using the private key matching the public key. We use digital signatures for integrity verification as well as auditing purposes. We denote a signature operation as sign(D, K 
The data is then encrypted using this shared key and transmitted to the receivers. F = encrypt(D, K shared encr ) Upon receiving this data, each of the authorized users can decrypt this using a key derived from their private keys.
Broadcast Encryption was introduced in [10] and improved by [15, 12, 3] . We use broadcast encryption to distribute the file encryption and file signature keys using the StrongBox , described later.
Lazy Revocation [4] is a strategy in which a file, whose read access rights are removed for a user by its owner, is not re-encrypted (with high overhead) unless the file's contents change. Hence the revoked user will continue to be able to read and decrypt the file they already had access to until its contents are updated, upon which the file is encrypted and signed with a new set of keys that the revoked user does not know. Key rotation [26] is a related technique which allows a user to produce a sequence of keys from an initial key and a secret master key. Only the owner of the secret master key can produce the next key in the sequence, but any user knowing a key in the sequence can produce all earlier keys in the sequence. This gives forward secrecy. We combine lazy revocation and key rotation to minimize the overhead for re-encrypting a file when its access permissions change [17] .
Searchable Encryption [31] allows a user to search within an encrypted file given an appropriate "TrapDoor" which can be opened only by the master key used to encrypt the file in first place. This allows a user to search within an encrypted file for the presence of a particular text without decrypting the entire file or revealing its contents to the searching entity. An extension of this is to create a "secure index" which maps a set of metadata properties to file handles that contain them, and allowing the user to search this encrypted index (including conjunctive queries) [13] . These early techniques, also called Symmetric Searchable Encryption (SSE), only support cases where the same user stores and searches over the secure file [1, 9] . Recently, techniques which support multi-user access scenario using Asymmetric Searchable Encryption (ASE) as well as variation of SSE have been introduced [5, 6, 9] . However, the features offered by existing searchable encryption techniques, as summarized in [18] , are still insufficient to limit access to authorized readers, and highlight a gap in the state-of-the-art.
StrongBox Encrypted Data Structure
A foundational concept that we use for securing files is called a StrongBox . This is a data structure which is used for efficient key management and distribution for a collection of files that share the exact same access permissions (i.e. same set of readers and writers). The StrongBox serves a similar purpose as the "File LockBox" [17] or the "Family Key Block" [24] . All files within a StrongBox are encrypted using a single symmetric key, K sym encr , and signed/verified using a single pair of keys, <K pub sign , K pri sign >. All files in the StrongBox are owned by a single user, have one set of authorized readers and one set of authorized writers. In addition, to avoid known plain text attacks, we use a unique Initialization Vector (IV) to encrypt different files within the same StrongBox .
Each file referred to within the StrongBox itself contains several parts, as shown in Figure 4 , and identified using a file handle or UUID. A file consists of three main parts. The encrypted data F , the security metadata M both of which are stored together in the same file; and the file metadata P , which includes the set of keywords, the file-name and various properties associated with the file. P is stored with the index entry for the file in the Secure Index and not with each of the files.
F is obtained by encrypting the plain text data, D, using the symmetric file encryption key, K sym encr , and an initialization vector IV . The same file encryption key is used by the writers can also be used by the readers to decrypt the file, hence the symmetry. Of the public-private signature key pair, K pri sign is used to sign the hash generated for the encrypted file contents, F , and generate the signature, SF . Also, the K pub sign is used by Cryptonite for verifying the signature to ensure that it is coming from an authorized user.
The security metadata M contains the file handle SUUID for the associated StrongBox , the file verification key K pub sign and the ownerID. M , is signed by the owner's private key K
and not by the file signature key K pri sign . This enables Cryptonite to restrict unauthorized modifications to the security metadata M and allows only the owner of the file to make any changes. Figure 5 illustrates the structure of the StrongBox , which is a special file stored in same storage space as data files with their unique handle SUUID. It contains a list of file handles (UUIDs) for files managed by this StrongBox , along with the unique Initialization Vectors used for encryption. This list, L, is itself encrypted using the symmetric file encryption key , K sym encr , to protect the list of files sharing the same permissions from being revealed to an unauthorized user.
The security metadata of the StrongBox contains: (1) The symmetric file encryption key, K sym encr , encrypted using Broadcast Encryption such that it can be decrypted both by authorized readers and writers for the files in the list, (2) The private key used for signing and encrypted file, K pri sign , also encrypted using broadcast encryption such that it is only accessible to the authorized writers, (3) The Initialization Vector used to encrypt the StrongBox itself, and (4) The Uowner for this StrongBox . The StrongBox , including its encrypted list and the security metadata, is digitally signed with its owner's private key, K pri owner , same as the file's security metadata so that the modifications to the StrongBox are restricted to the owner.
Design of Operations

PUT Operation
The PUT operation is used to create a file or to update an existing one. Creating a file involves uploading an encrypted file from the file owner's machine, through the Cryptonite client libraries (CCL), to the Cryptonite repository service and assigning it an initial set of access permissions. An update entails rewriting the entire contents of the file without changing its access permissions, and can be performed by any authorized writer for that file. We describe the steps taken to perform this operation using the architecture components and cryptographic techniques we have introduced. • CCL generates a random UUID for the file as its file handle.
• It creates the security metadata, Figure 4 . This metadata is signed using the owner's private key, K pri Uowner to get
• CCL then uploads the encrypted file, plain text security metadata and their signatures <SM , M, SF , F > to the Cryptonite repository service.
• The File Manager of the Cryptonite repository verifies the signatures of the security metadata and the file using owner's public key, K pub owner , retrieved from the PKI using Uowner. It then inserts the received contents into Cloud storage service using the UUID file handle passed for the file.
• The File Manager also makes an entry of the signed operation message in the Audit Manager's log. It then sends an acknowledgement of successful write back to the CCL with the original request message signed using Cryptonite's private key.
• CCL verifies the signature of the response against the public key of the Cryptonite service to validate that the requested operation has been performed.
STEP 3: Update StrongBox
• CCL adds an entry in the StrongBox list for the created file's UUID and its IV.
• It then reencrypts the StrongBox using the symmetric key K sym encr (same as the one used for encrypting the files) and a randomly generated IVStrongBox.
• CCL then signs the StrongBox using the owner's private key K pub Uown , and uploads the signature and StrongBox contents to the Cryptonite repository service.
• The Cryptonite service validates the signature, uses the existing StrongBox security metadata (if any) to validate that the owner is making the updates, adds audit entries and returns a signed acknowledgement to CCL that verifies successful update of the StrongBox .
STEP 4: Update Secure Index
• CCL creates an index entry that is a mapping from the metadata properties for the file, P , to the file handle UUID.
• CCL then encrypts this mapping using searchable encryption with a shared key generated from the authorized readers of the index entry.
• The encrypted mapping is digitally signed with owner's private key and sent to the Cryptonite service, where the Index Manager verifies and adds this mapping to the index.
GET Operation
The GET operation is used to retrieve an encrypted file from the Cryptonite server. The sequence diagram for this operation is shown in Figure 7 and described below.
• Any authorized reader can retrieve a file handle by searching over the secure index, as described later in this section
• The CCL retrieves the plain text security metadata of the file to extract the SUUID of the StrongBox and downloads the StrongBox .
• The CCL decrypts the file, L, in the StrongBox which maps the file handles to their IV. Broadcast decryption can be used by any of the authorized readers to retrieve the key K sym encr required for this.
• The CCL downloads the encrypted file contents corresponding to UUID by requesting the data repository, and uses the decrypted K sym encr and the IV to decrypt the contents of the file locally.
GRANT and REVOKE Operations
The GRANT and REVOKE operations are used to add or remove users from a file's access control list. Two scenarios exist while changing access permissions. First, is changing the access permission for a single file in a particular StrongBox , and second is adding or removing a user from the StrongBox group, thereby changing access permissions for all the files in the StrongBox . In the first case, the file needs to be moved to another StrongBox corresponding to the new access control list, potentially creating a new StrongBox . The entire file will have to be re-encrypted and signed using the file encryption and signature keys of the new strong box, and the file's security metadata updated accordingly. In the second scenario, updating the permission will require changing the symmetric file encryption key, K sym encr , that causes a costly re-encryption of all the files present in that StrongBox . Instead, we use the "Lazy Revocation" strategy, describe earlier, wherein the data is not re-encrypted unless it is updated by an authorized user. The revoked user will have read access to the data as long as it is not updated and reencrypted by someone else. This does not violate security since the user already had access to the files in the StrongBox . Once the file is updated, it is re-encrypted and signed with a new set of keys and the revoked user does not have future access to the updated file.
Newly generated keys for encryption and signature are created using key rotation describe before. These new keys are themselves re-encrypted using broadcast encryption according to the new access control list and added to the StrongBox . There may be some files in the StrongBox file list that are encrypted and signed with the new keys while others are still using older keys as a result of lazy revocation. During decryption, an authorized reader can obtain the latest encryption keys from the StrongBox and use key rotation mechanism to generate the previous versions of the keys.
SEARCH Operation
The SEARCH operation is used to locate files indexed in the secured index using a set of metadata attributes such as owner, modified date, file name, keywords, and so on. This operation uses searchable encryption described before and allows searching within an encrypted file without decrypting the entire file or revealing the contents of the file to the searching entity. This design work is in progress.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The Cryptonite service protects data confidentiality by performing client side encryption before data is stored in the repository. While we trust the Cryptonite service to perform operations on behalf of the client, this does not violate integrity requirements because, the Audit manager on the Cloud maintains a log of requested operations signed by the end user and also returns signed acknowledgments back to the end user for the operations. These acknowledgments can be used by the user to prove any unauthorized changes done by the Cloud provider or repository to a particular file, allowing detection of unauthorized modifications or even deletions ("Trust, but verify"). For e.g., if a file is incorrectly deleted, the user will be able to produce a signed acknowledgment from the repository for the latest update confirmation while there will not be a signed message from an authorized writer requesting a delete operation.
The Cryptonite design has certain gaps with respect to the requirements. The security metadata associated with the file is stored in plain text, specifically the SSUID for the associated StrongBox . The untrusted Cloud provider can potentially parse through all the files stored in the repository and detect which files share the same StrongBox . This can reveal the correlation between the different files and their common access permissions enabling an attacker to perform focused attacks instead of exploratory ones.
In the proposed system, we have not addressed the issues of write serialization and file locking, and trust the Cryptonite service to handle contention. However we need to develop explicit locking mechanisms so that the end user has control over it. We also do not address the issue of random access, both for read as well as write, to the encrypted file. This can be a big issue for large sized files as decrypting/encrypting the entire file every time will be very inefficient.
As part of future work, we plan to address these gaps in our design and implement the Cryptonite design on top of an existing public Cloud storage service to support the USC Campus Microgrid project.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have described emerging needs for increased data security and privacy for scientific and engineering datasets hosted on Cloud repositories. Our requirements have been motivated by a real world, ongoing multidisciplinary project from the smart power grid domain. We have presented a design for the Cryptonite repository that addresses most of our desiderata and can work on top of existing public Cloud storage services without any specialized requirements. We leverage existing and proven security techniques, and combine them into this novel secure data repository architecture. We expect to put this design into practice and implement a data repository service and client libraries to support our project.
